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better sleep. 
AkuRy Travel Set

Directions for use: Alignment of the Cubes

Position each AkuRy Travel 
Set cube at the four corners 
of your chosen ‚protected‘ 
space with the colour-side 
down, and with the white-
marked ‘notches’ all pointing 
in the same direction (ideally 
pointing in a ‘north’ direction).

For general enquiries and 
sales, please contact:

AkuRy GmbH
Gabelsberger Str. 3
63225 Langen
Germany

T: +49 - 61 03 - 57 03 10
info@akury.de
www.akury.com



Your own ‚super-charged‘ space – either at home, at 
work, while sleeping or while travelling.

Ground water flows below the ground, faults in the earth‘s 
crust and also the network of global meridians all create the 
normal ‘vibrational’ framework within our earth‘s magnetic 
field.  However, these frequencies can also have a negative 
effect on our own regulatory systems.  

A quadrant formed with the AkuRy Travel Set cubes provides 
perfect geometric alignment and harmonises any harmful 
electromagnetic interference.  Each cube is energized and 
so it considerably increases the energy within its range of 
field.  One of the additional benefits is that the energy level 
of the surrounding area is also significantly raised. 

As a result, using the AkuRy Travel Set, you can create 
your own place of ‘powerful energy’ – your own ‚super-
charged‘ space.  

The portable AkuRy Travel Set provides protection within an 
area of 2.50m x 2.50m.  It is generally used for energetically 
improving conditions whilst you stay in a hotel room; or 
perhaps you may choose to use the cubes to harmonise and 
energize your own individual work area, treatment area or 
even your own areas of rest and sleep at home.

Note: Our glass cubes have ground and polished edges.  
However, they can get damaged when the glass edges of 
each individual cube knocks against each other.  We therefo-
re recommend that the cube is always carried in our com-
partmentalised foam-packaging to keep them separate.

Visit our Online shop at 
www.akuryproducts.com


